The learning method -

My Home - My School

The Gurukula initiative can be implemented through,
01. Multiple interactive sessions of 90 minutes each.
02. Multiple interactive sessions of 04 hours each.
03. One-on-one coaching and mentoring on project
leadership initiative where participants are subjected to
value profiling instruments.
04. Experiential and activity based outbound retreats,
which would help participants to come face to face with
their value system.
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Application - Pre-schools | Primary schools | Secondary schools and High schools | Colleges and
Educational institutions | Parents, Guardians and Well wishers of a classroom | Students up to
21 years | Teachers | Non-teaching staff | Administrative staff | Management of educational
institutions | Directors and Board of Directors

Living value projects by students and teachers -

living values in education
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Clay activities | Arts | Dance |
Drama | Music | Kite making |
Hanging light making | Crafts |
Stories | Poetry and so on...
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Gurukula

Values in education can not only improve
a person’s life but it can also advance
institution, families and society in the right
direction. Values are not simply heart of
education, but also the education of the
heart. It is a necessary component of
holistic living. Values in a classroom can
be carried out while teaching students the
formation of water in Chemistry, the
teacher must talk about the worth and
use of water. When a student learn to
value the value of water, he nothing but
relate to water with a right attitude. He
won’t create any water dispute. With
reference to their lessons, the students
could be enlightened to show reverence to
their teachers and elders and love their
younger ones. Values in education can
also be a source of appreciation and
promotion of one’s own culture and
history. More importantly, the students
can explore and probe into and find the
eternal solace in Nature.
“Anugraha Gurukula | Living values in education:
a mission with a vision from the stable of
Anugraha Learning and Research Foundation. It is
our commitment to see that values are manifesting
in our education system. It is a carefully crafted
value learning initiative for stakeholders of
education. The initiative would handhold and
guide stakeholders to clarify, assimilate and
live values for a greater purpose. Gurukula is the
initiative of whole institution and aims at preparing
a holistic mind that can appreciate the
manifestation of values all around.

Sankalpa: The program of Value creation for Institutional management and
non-teaching staff.
We assist the school management to design, execute and monitor a system of value
creation. The institution can clarify their vision, purpose and core values; improve their
process performance; design a visual school and transform the way people think and
act for the greater good of all stakeholders of education.
Spandana: Gurukula for Parents - Value learning initiative for Parents.
It is an initiative for parents where they learn the art of “Intelligent Parenting” through
interactive workshops and retreats. This initiative would help parents and the
institution to align mutual expectations without friction. Parents are exposed to
family values, thus assisting them to build a healthy learning and growing environment
for their children.
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The learning model Shrvana: Gurukula for Students
Value learning initiative for Students.
Project based value learning initiatives for
students. These projects would help
students to perform better in their
academics by neutralising un-healthy
tendencies, attitudes and patterns. They
transform with healthy self-image,
attitudes, relationship skills and ability to
handle emotions. Through these projects
they perform being in touch with the
roots.

Education is not the amount of information
that is put into the mind, which turns
undigested, violent and defeating later
sometime. Education must have a vision
of creating a life of least disturbance,
making a person, building right characters
and assimilation of values. A classroom
should help students, teachers, parents
and the institution to clarify and assimilate
values which guides their character and
behaviour. They are more educated than
people who have spent more time in
acquiring number of titles.
The education that does not help to solve
fundamental problems, equip people for
the struggle to discover happiness, to
bring out the real person, to lead a life of
interdependency, to develop the wisdom
of an elephant, strength of a tiger and
courage of a lion - can we call it education?
Only a process that comes with a vision and the
way to learn, clarify, assimilate and live values is
the real education.
Vision of Anugraha Gurukula is to ensure values in
education by which character is built, physical and
mental strength is improved so that one can
standout and get noticed.
Our vision of education is self-growth by
transforming the way people involved in education
think and act. We consider education as an
instrument of self-growth which can lead to selfknowledge later.

Shrvana Module:
Dhruva - For students up to 07 years.
Shrvana - For students between 08 and
14 years.
Ekalavya - For students between 15 and
21 years.
Shruthi: Gurukula for Teachers
Value learning initiative for Teachers and
Faculty Resources.
Sandeepany - Anugraha Bala Gurukula: A premium Value driven Pre-School Package.
It is a value based and project oriented pre-school package. In this initiative, parents
are empowered to create an environment where mutual learning happens with least
disturbance and pain. In this package every subject matter becomes tools and
instruments of learning values. Parents and teachers together create an environment
where children experiment to learn to grow and mature emotionally.

A value learning initiatives for teachers either
through interactive workshops, project works,
coaching and mentoring or activities based
out-bound learning. You can have it on short term
or long term basis. The initiative would help
teachers to transform as value creators of a
classroom. Through the initiative they transform
to discover an enduring leader in them.

We offer:
The total brand solution | Total marketing support | Designing interactive
classroom ambiance | A value based and well researched curriculum | Interactive
projects | Participative learning initiative | A unique initiative of body, mind and
emotional fitness | A unique teacher training initiative | A successful HR module |
Continual research and study in school activities.

Shruthi Module:
Self-Growth | Family Values | Classroom
Leadership | The foundation course for
teachers | Essential lessons in teaching |
Effective project leadership | Effective
transformation of teachers as mentors

